
Ar-intransitives as a complex verb in Japanese 
 

Introduction: Kageyama (1996) argues that ar-intransitives involves so-called de-causativization, where 
the external argument of the predicate is removed in the Lexical Conceptual Structure, as shown in (1): 
 (1) [x CAUSE [y BECOME [y BE-AT z]]] (x = ø)  

In this paper, we claim that (i) ar-intransitives are a type of complex predicate of the form V+ar, in 
which the verbal morpheme ar is grammaticalized in the sense of Roberts and Roussou (2003) and 
functions as a verbalizer, that (ii) the verbalizer ar inherits from an existential verb ar the property of 
licensing the ni-locative, that (iii) the verbalizer ar is realized as the head of v, which in turn is selected 
by the heads Cause and Voice in an articulated v layer, and that (iv) [Spec, Cause] is occupied by the 
implicit causing event (Pylkkänen (2002)). The relevant structure proposed for ar-intransitives is 
roughly illustrated in (2) below. 
 (2) [VoiceP [CauseP (causing event) [vP Loc [√Root Theme √Root] ar ] Cause ] Voice] 
Evidence 1: First, the removing of the external argument alone cannot predict the realization of the 
locative ni.   
 (3)  Bokin-ga   gakkou-ni  atsum-ar-ta. 
  Contribution-Nom school-Loc collect-AR-past 
  ‘The contributions were collected at the school’ 

Our analysis (2) offers a straightforward account of this fact, because the verbalizer ar has the 
property of licensing of the ni phrase, a situation parallel to the use of the existential verb ar. 
    (4)  Taroo-ni   okane-ga  ar-u. 
  Taroo-Loc money-Nom be-pres 
  ‘Taroo has money’ 
Evidence 2: Second, as Aoki (1997) points out, most of the ar-intransitives allow the interpretation 
identical to that of their transitive counterparts, which again is mysterious under Kageyama’s analysis. 
 (5) a. pro  gooru-o  kim-e-ta.   b. Gooru-ga  kim-ar-ta. 
    goal-Acc  decide-E-past    Goal-Nom decide-AR-past 
   ‘(someone) got the goal’     ‘The goal got scored‘ 
This fact also follows naturally from our analysis: while ar-intransitives do not involve Agent per se, 
some causing event executed by Agent is syntactically present as the implicit argument at [Spec, Cause].  
Evidence 3: Finally, (6) implies that some causing event, which brings about the resultant state of the 
nominative DP, exists in a sentence. This is in clear contrast to the typical interpretation of 
anti-causativization in e-intransitives. 
 (6)  Bokin-ga   katte-ni  atsum-ar-ta.   (cf.  Roopu-ga  katte-ni  kir-e-ta.) 
  contribution-Nom naturally collect-AR-past  rope-Nom naturally cut-E-past 
  ‘The contributions were collected naturally’   ‘The rope was cut naturally’ 
Consequences: First, our analysis of ar-intransitives in Japanese provides a piece of evidence for the 
idea that the process of grammaticalization proceeds “upward” in the syntactic structure. Second, Arad 
(2003, 2005) argue that there is a typology as to the number of roots allowed in a single language, and 
that in languages including Hebrew, verbalizers are crucial in determining the interpretation of a root. If 
our analysis is on the right track, Japanese is classified together with Hebrew in that a certain verbalizer 
ar has “contentful” meaning to the extent that it can determine parts of the interpretation of the root.  


